OMONBUDE EMMANUEL OSAKPOLOR
PROFILE
Name: Omonbude Emmanuel Osakpolor
Email: gospeltruth18@gmail.com
Phone: +2349032841265
Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/budescode/
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/budescode/
Github: https://www.github.com/budescode/
SKILLS
CORE SKILLS
*FRONTEND : HTMK, CSS, Bootstrap, Javascript, Angular
*BACKEND : Node, Express, Python, Djang
*DATABASE : Mongo DB, MySql, Postgresql, Firebase
*VERSION CONTROL : Github
*CLOUD/DEVOPS :APIs, DOCKER, AWS, GCP, Cloud Functions, Virtual machines, Linux
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

I’m a passionate, detail-oriented and product-minded Software Engineer adapted at contributing to highly collaborative work environment,
finding solutions and determining customer satisfaction. I have 5+ years of experience in working on scalable architectures, distributed
computing, big data analysis, micro services and cloud infrastructures for organizations ranging from start ups to global enterprise. I'm a
Developer Advocate who's always willing to help and assist anyone venturing into the tech world. I’m willing to work with a company that
require my skills to grow with the company and move forward.
WORK EXPERIENCE
GOLDENPAY LTD

Benin City, Nigeria

Backend Developer | Team Lead, Goldenpay

Jan 2021 - September 2022
* Lead the team in building the MVP
* Oversee the backend operations using python, django to maintain product integrity, security and efficiency
* Building api endpoints for mobile and web developers to consume
* Setup and managed CI/CD pipeline and deployments.
* Improved code quality by wiring pre-commit checks and unit tests

BRYKIVA SOLUTIONS

Benin City, Nigeria

Web Developer Tutor

Sept 2019 - Feb 2022
* Worked with students both one on one and in small groups to give further assistance in Web Debvelopment.
* Tutored students to improve coding skills
* Assisted students with debugging and writing clean codes.
* Designed and implemented scalable backend for different Products
* Developed and maintained websites.

SARUTECH SOLUTIONS

Web Developer Tutor

Jan 2018 - Dec 2019
* Worked closely with other tutors in training and teaching students interested in web development
* Assisted students with debugging and writing clean codes.

SELECTED PROJECTS

Benin City, Nigeria

Some selected projects can be found here
VOLUNTEERING ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPERS ADVOCATE, TWITTER DEVELOPERS BENIN.

https://twitterdev.bevylabs.com/u/m8przy/
* Act as third-party developer advocate throughout Twitter V2 API.
* Work closely with other twitter developers organizers to Organize twitter meetup event.

CO-ORGANIZER, GOOGLE DEVELOPERS GROUP, BENIN.

https://gdg.community.dev/u/omonbude/
* Work with other co organizers to organize gdg event.

BACKEND DEVELOPER FACILITATOR - THE YOUTH PROJECT (TYP), INDIA

https://theyouthproject.in/
* I volunteered as a backend facilitator.

BACKEND DEVELOPER FACILITATOR - MUMS WHO CODE, LAGOS NIGERIA.

https://www.mumswhocode.net/
* Taught python and django web framework to students who applied for the bootcamp
* Provided a variety of learning resources for use in educational activities
* Observed and evaluated student's performance and development

